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Welcome to this month's Bulletin.
At long last there's some light at the end of the
tunnel. The pandemic seems to be losing its
deadly grip on the nation with more and more
of us fully vaccinated. Most clubs have been
confident enough to plan their programmes for
the year ahead although club night attendances
still seem patchy here and there. The
organisers of events, whether indoors or
outdoors, all seem quite confident that they will
be going ahead as scheduled.
Last month we introduced our first in depth
interview with a fellow member and judging by
the positive emails and telephone calls we
received this went down very well. These
written interviews will allow newcomers to the
hobby the opportunity to learn more about
some of the bonsai personalities and their rich
histories. Enthusiasts who have been in the
hobby for many years, attending events up and
down the country, are not always fully aware of
a fellow enthusiast's rich history or his and hers
likes and dislikes. Hopefully this will afford us
all the opportunity to come closer together
wherever we live in the UK .
Congratulations must go to John Hanby for his
new book 'The Practical Art Of Bonsai'. I am
still eagerly waiting the arrival of my copy,
hopefully this month? Congratulations also
must go to Harry Harrington who has teamed
up with Dr Karen O'Hanlon from Ireland
producing a very interesting article in this
month's Bonsai Focus on the use of beneficial
bacteria for better trees.
If you can make any contributions to the UKBA
website or this news bulletin please don't
hesitate to contact us. Whether a change in
your club location or a trip that you make
abroad, why not share with us all?
The next steering group meeting on Zoom is
scheduled for Monday 7Feb22 at 1900.hrs.
**********************************

Bonsai Events
Feb22 & Mar22
13Feb22 Sun (Cancelled)
Swindon Bonsai Society Winter Image Show
Stratton Leisure Centre, Grange Drive,
Stratton St Margaret, Swindon,
Wiltshire. SN3 4JY.
Adm: £5. Times: 1000-1600.hrs.
Contact: Paul Bowerbank 07982.401103
Email: paul1561@virginmedia.com
www.swindon-bonsai.co.uk

19&20Feb22 Sat & Sun (Cancelled)
Trophy Show
Limburghal cv, jaarbeurslaan 6,
B-3600 Genk, Belgium
www.bonsaiassociation.be
27Feb22 Sun (Confirmed)
Twickenham Bonsai Club Display & Open Day
Twickenham School,
Percy Road, Whitton,
Twickenham, Middlesex. TW2 6JW.
Adm: tba. Times:1000-1600.hrs
Contact: Tony Ulatowski 07956.362743
Email: twickenhambonsaiclub@gmail.com
www.twbclub.uk
6Mar22 Sun (Confirmed)
Doncaster Bonsai Experience
& The Spring Bonsai Exhibition
Markham Grange Nursery,
Longlands Lane, Brodsworth,
Doncaster, South Yorkshire. DN5 7XB.
Adm: Free. Times: 0900-1500.hrs

SORRY, DOGS ARE NO LONGER
ALLOWED IN THE NURSERY.
Contact: Dave Newman 07966.405134
Email: georgeanddavenewman@yahoo.co.uk
Contact: Daryl Harris 07376.582222
Email: darylh@gmx.co.uk
Contact: John Skill 07818.110978
Email: karskll@aol.com
Demonstration by Rob Atkinson from
The Aka Matsu School of Bonsai.
The awards at the Doncaster Experience:
Best display in show
Best accent/ accompaniment planting
Best Shohin/Mame display
Best evergreen tree
Best deciduous tree
Best deadwood/carving
12&13Mar22 Sat & Sun (Confirmed)
Dragon Bonsai Spring Show
Open workshop & Clinic
Aberglasney Gardens, Llangathen,
Carmarthenshire, Wales. SA32 8QH.
Adm: £9.50 Children Free
Times: Sat 1000-1600.hrs Sun 1000-1500.hrs
Contact: Chris Thomas 07798.798194
Email: chris.thomas1@sky.com
19&20Mar22 Sat & Sun (Confirmed)
Sutton Bonsai Show
RHS Wisley Gardens
Wisley Gardens, Wisley Lane,
Wisley, Surrey. GU23 6QB.
Adm: tba. Times:1000-1630.hrs
Contact: Andy Jordan 07958.372101
Email: antique.netsuke@gmail.com
www.suttonbonsai.co.uk
20Mar22 Sun (Confirmed)
South East Bonsai Fair
Little Fant Farm, Farleigh Lane,
Maidstone, Kent. ME16 9LY.
Adm: £1 per car. Times:1000-1500.hrs
Contact: Adam Hadley 07765.522117
Email:hadoribonsai@gmail.com
20Mar22 (Confirmed)
Friends Of The National Bonsai Collection
Bonsai Boot Sale
Birmingham Botanical Gardens, Westbourne
Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. B15 3TR.
Adm: FREE. 0800-1200.hrs.
Contact: Kim Turton 07760.186522 (Text Only)
Email: turtonkim@hotmail.com
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We would remind people the status of all
events is marked in brackets ie,
provisional, postponed, confirmed or
cancelled. Whenever visiting an event
pleased check for more upto date details
on the website and if travelling any great
distance, please confirm the event is still
running with the event contact person.
Thank you
**********************************

Bonsai Event Reports
To read the full reports with photos on
the events listed below please visit the
UKBA website.
9Jan22
The Scottish Bonsai Association
Virtual Winter Show.
**********************************

Club Speaker Nights
23Mar22 Wed (1930.hrs)
Sussex Bonsai Group
Talk by Corin Tomlinson
Subject: tbc
Wivelsfield Green Village Hall,
Eastern Road, Wivelsfield Green,
West Sussex. RH17 7QH.
Adm: non-members £5
Ctc: Ray Brunsden 07342.650713
Email: ray.brunsden@gmail.com
**********************************

Notice Board
6Mar22 Sun
Doncaster Bonsai Experience
& The Spring Bonsai Exhibition
Markham Grange Nursery,
Longlands Lane, Brodsworth,
Doncaster, South Yorkshire. DN5 7XB.
To book an indoor table which we
provide at £15, or if you want to
contribute to the Spring Exhibition
(trees of ANY size) welcome please
contact any of the following people .
Nursery is open
from 7.30am for set up
and doors open to the public at 9.00am.
Contact: Dave Newman 07966.405134
E:georgeanddavenewman@yahoo.co.uk
Contact: Daryl Harris 07376.582222
E:darylh@gmx.co.uk
Contact: John Skill 07818.110978
E: karskll@aol.com
20Mar22 Sun
South East Bonsai Fair
Little Fant Farm, Farleigh Lane,
Maidstone, ME16 9LY.
If you wish to have a car boot pitch,
please contact: Adam Hadley
07765.522117
E: hadoribonsai@gmail.com
8May22 Sun
Expo Bonsai UK
K2 Leisure Centre,
Pease Pottage Hill, Crawley,
West Sussex. RH11 9BQ
Submissions to exhibit a tree are now
closed and we are very pleased to say
that we have received a record number
of entries this year. It will take a couple
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of weeks to make the selections and get back to
you. Whilst the response has been fantastic the
other side to this is that a number of trees will
not be chosen for exhibition as obviously we
have a finite number of display spaces. If you
have submitted a tree that is not chosen there is
a bigger picture to look at . It may just be that
the tree needs a few more years of growth, it
may be that we have received many
submissions of that species or style. We take
into account a number of things when choosing
and you should not feel rejected. Bear in mind
that we are a National show and have entries
from all over the country so it may be that you
should just be proud that you stepped up and
put in a submission for a show of this type.
There are other shows to consider as well but
we hope that you would still think of us in the
future. We truly appreciate all of you for
supporting us so well this year. Thank you.
4Sep22 Sun
East Anglian Bonsai Show
Kesgrave War Memorial Community Centre,
Twelve Acre Approach, Kesgrave,
Suffolk. IP5 1JF.
Any clubs wishing to display or traders wishing
to sell at this show please contact Dave Fryer on
07749801297 or daveafryer@aol.com
11Sep22 Sun
Heathrow Bonsai Show
Bracknell Leisure Centre,
Bagshot Road, Bracknell,
Berkshire, RG12 9SE.
Any clubs wishing to display or traders wishing
to sell at this show please contact Mark
Moreland on 07850.771201 or
markmoreland@live.co.uk
17-18Sep22 Sat & Sun
Bristol Bonsai Society Event
Kevin Willson Weekend Demonstration and
Workshop Extravaganza at
Failand Village Hall, Oxhouse Lane,
Failand, Somerset. BS8 3TS.
Sat 0900-1600.hrs Demonstration on a huge
Mugo pine.
Sun 0900-1600.hrs workshops, fee £80.
Limited to 8 participants (bbs members) if any
remain will open to visitors.
Fees to watch are priced at £10 (bbs members
£5) for the Saturday which will also include
entry on the Sunday.
Numbers will be limited so advise booking in
advance to secure a place on either day or both
days.
Contact John 07711.205806 for more
information and booking.
1&2 Oct22 Sat & Sun
The Bonsai Show Live 2022
Telford International Centre,
International Way, Telford,
Shropshire. TF3 4JH.
Admission: Day Tickets:£15 Online / £17.50 on
the door, 12-16 year olds £5, Under 12 Free
Weekend Tickets: £25 Online / £30 on the door,
12-16 year olds £10, Under 12 Free.
Times: 09:00-16:00
Contact: Andrew Avraam 07886.990610
Email: info@thebonsaishowlive.co.uk
Website: www.thebonsaishowlive.co.uk
Demonstrations and Talks by:
Harry Harrington
John Armitage
Morten Albeck
Nacho Salar

Peter Warren
Rafael Torres
Tomaz Kovsca
Tony Tickle
Supporting Traders to date:
Beechfield Bonsai
Bonsai Stow
Bonsai4Me
European Bonsai Pot Collective
Mojo Bonsai
Oceana
Seikatsu Bonsai
Stone Monkey Ceramics
Paul Rogers Ceramics
BON-TAG
Mendip Bonsai
Wattson Bonsai
Tony Remington Ceramics

Unfortunately the trees listed below have
been stolen from their rightful owner. Its
been three years since anybody else has
reported such a theft, but no matter how
infrequently it happens, when it does, its
very worrying. Please keep an eye out in
the physical world or the virtual world
for anyone trying to sell these trees, if
you see anything suspicious please let us
know and we will advise the owner.
email: ukbonsaiassociation@gmail.com
Trident maple 40cm high
Crab apple 70cm high
Field elm 79cm high
Privet 25cm high

Bonsai Focus Magazine 2022 Jan/Feb 174/197
Contact:www.bonsaifocus.com
Latest edition highlighting:
Aki-ten Autumn show in Italy.
Todd Schlafer from US works on a Douglas fir.
Nao Tokutake from US talks about his passion
for bonsai ceramics.
Harry Harrington from UK talks about using
beneficial bacteria for stronger bonsai.
Jeremiah Lee from US talks about his passion
for bonsai.
Iemitsu ooishi from Japan talks about his world.
Highlights of the Arco bonsai show in Italy.
Mauro Stemberger from Italy works on a
yamadori pine.
Bruno Wijman from Germany created a bonsai
from garden stock.
Bonsai Club International Magazine
Bonsai & Stone Appreciation 2022 Q1
Contact: www.bonsai-bci.com
Latest edition highlighting:
Aki-Ten 2021 show in Italy highlighted.
Tainan Bonsai 2021 show in Taiwan
highlighted.
Gudrun Benz of Germany visits the penjing
gardens in Suzhou China.
Jyoti & Nikunj Parekh of India creating
scenery in ceramic urn-shaped pots.
Mauro Stemberger from Italy talks about the
evolution of a Scots Pine.
Won Hoe Sik of Korea explores bonsai farming
in Korea.
Steve Ulrich of Canada talks about a Eastern
White Cedar.
Prague Botanical Garden in Czech highlighted.
Chiltern Bonsai Show
This show was originally scheduled for the
1Jun22, but due to the Queens Jubilee
celebration weekend has been moved forward
to Sunday 29May22.
Further Details contact:
Michael Pegg & Adrian Garnett
Email: mikew.pegg&btinternet.com
Email: adrian.garnett@virginmedia.com
Funkyfish Ceramics
Sharon and David Black have been making and
selling bonsai pots for only a few years, you
may have seen them at a few events, all their
details are now listed on the UKBA website.
Tel: 07955 475 689.
Email: sfunkyfish@hotmail.com
Website: www.funkyfishceramics
Instagram: FunkyfishCeramicsuk
Lost & Found
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South East Wales Area
Would like to start a new bonsai club in
the Cwmbran area of South East Wales.
Trying to gauge interest and waiting for
possible local authority funding to start a
club.
Anyone interested can you please contact
me on my land line as follows:
06133.871353 and leave a message please.
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Regards --- Andy Evans.
UKBA Membership
Thanking you for your support, today 1Feb22
UKBA membership stands at a total of 1931,
expanding daily
Warwick School of Bonsai
A new club has recently started up based at
Cheylesmore Community Centre, Poitiers Road,
Coventry, CV35JX. They meet every Sunday
1300-1500.hrs if you are interested in joining
the club or just wanting more information
please contact Eugene Korni 07826.099009 or
email: bonsai.warwickshire@outlook.com
**********************************
A Poem by Dave Smith
Bonsai 'Poem'
There once was a tree surgeon named Smiffy,
Who bonsai'd all trees without pity
until one day....
an Acer did say
"yes I speak"
How's that for a ditty.
Cutting trunks and splitting bark.
He had enough wood to build an ark.
He put in two Larches, followed by Beech,
a Redwood he tried, but that wouldn't reach.
Finally he sailed to the land of the sun.
To trace the roots, where bonsai begun,
He docked in the harbour and said
"where's the trees?"
then realised the dockers were not Japanese.
At last he exclaimed as he docked in Japan.
This is surely the place where bonsai began,
a little old man said "no sir you're wrong"
perfected in Japan, but made in Hong Kong.
A little confused he continued his trek
to trace all the masters
that trained with respect.
At last he found them wiring a Pine.
He watched in amazement
at the wire did entwine.
Content with his findings
he made his way home.
Displaying at Chelsea and elsewhere,
his skills were shown.
Some of his trees were young
and some quite old,
but rewarded he was,
not bronze or silver but gold.
Dave Smith
Southend Bonsai Society Chairman
**********************************

Monthly Tasks
Below is a list of bonsai tasks to be carried out
during the month of February, it must be
adapted to your localised conditions and is
meant only as a general advisory list of tasks
for the bonsai enthusiast.
Bonsai in February
February in the Northern Hemisphere is still
classed as winter and it is a difficult month to
predict the weather especially as the mild then
cold conditions seem to be prevailing.
Watering:

Your bonsai trees will still need watering but
not as often as their growth rate has slowed
right down so their water uptake has also
slowed down.
At this time of year if your trees are still outside,
they will be getting watered naturally by the
rainfall, morning dew and melting frosts.
However, monitor the moisture level to ensure
your bonsai trees are not water logged as this
can cause roots to rot.
If your bonsai trees are under cover check daily
and water if required to keep the soil damp /
moist but not soaking wet.
Any bonsai being kept indoors should be
watered daily if required as they will be losing
moisture due to the higher temperatures inside
drying out the soil and the tropical species still
tend to grow during the winter period inside.
Ideal time to water is in the morning to allow
the water time to dissipate and to reduce the
surface water should the temperature cool
down overnight or there is a frost.
Re-potting:
This is for most bonsai enthusiasts the key
repotting month, which can then go on into
March as the broadleaved trees are generally
dormant and have yet to start pushing new
growth.
If the weather is mild repotting can be
undertaken but avoid early repotting if you
have no protection for the tree like a cold frame
or green house if frosts are likely.
Otherwise prepare for repotting by checking
soil supplies and also that if you are looking to
change the pot that you have the correct pot
size to repot into.
Evergreen trees should be repotted in later
months as opposed to February.
Feeding:
Generally feeding in February is not required
as broadleaves trees are dormant.
Conifers or evergreens have slowed down on
growth during this period but you could still
apply a light feed that is a low nitrogen or
nitrogen free fertiliser.
However, continue to lightly feed tropical trees
that are kept indoors if they are still showing
signs of growth to sustain them during this
period.
Pruning:
This is a great time of year to review your
bonsai trees and check the structural image of
the tree as well as the tracery and branch
placement. Broadleaved trees are especially
easy as they have for most species lost their
leaves and are dormant. You can remove
unwanted structural branches on broadleaved
trees but remember to cover the wounds with
wound paste or sealant as the trees are dormant
and will not be able to respond to the pruning
as effectively. Otherwise just mark the
branch(es) to remove and wait till the Spring to
then remove them.
Trimming:
This is not required to either broadleaved or
coniferous trees in February. However, you
may still need to trim the new shoots off
tropical trees that are growing indoors to
control the growth and develop ramification.
Root pruning:
Carry out root pruning if you do start to re-pot
now as part of the re-potting process and check
for soil borne pests, root rot and other root
problems and address if any issues are found.
Insects and pests:
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Continue to check your bonsai trees over
fully for pests, insects and diseases as
some insects can overwinter on or in
your trees such as red spider mite, scale
insect and if you have not applied a
winter pesticide or removed unwanted
pests before now it is a chance to do so.
Pests are also likely if the weather is mild
so worth checking to avoid
disappointment in the spring when buds
or leaves fail to flush due to pest attack.
Moss and weed control:
Hopefully you carried out pre winter
preparation and addressed any weed and
moss issues particularly around the
trunks of bonsai trees prior to winter. If
not this is again a good time to remove
moss and weeds to clear the surface of
the soil for improved moisture movement
as well as prevent bark rot from wet
moss. You can use a range of techniques
including a diluted vinegar application
on the bark which you apply and then
around a week of two later the moss
removes more easily with a light brush
action (tooth brush works well).
Wiring:
If wire is present on your bonsai tree
check whether it is still serving a purpose
and is taut and not digging into the bark
causing wire marks and re-set if
necessary or tighten. Application of new
wiring can be applied to broadleaved
trees during February if required.
Protection:
Continue to maintain winter protection
in whatever form you use and check your
trees daily for effects of frost or snow.
Assessment:
This is also a good time to photograph
your bonsai trees and update their
records for re-potting timings, feeding
regimes, soil type etc as it is sometimes
hard to keep track of what you do for
each tree when you start increasing your
collection. Keeping a photographic
record does come in very useful over the
years to see the trees development and
your progress.
Grafting trees:
This is the ideal time to start grafting
Pines and Evergreens.
Sowing Seeds:
If you plan to start sowing seeds in
spring, then it is an ideal month to start
the preparation of the seeds subject to
their stratification requirements as some
need up to 6 to 8 weeks of stratification
prior to sowing.
Collecting / Lifting trees:
This is an ideal time to lift trees out of
raised beds or collect trees from the wild
(only from approved sites though). The
majority of tree species are dormant
during winter so from October through
to March is the ideal lifting time period.
**********************************

Interview
Interview With Bill Baker
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I have not shown trees abroad but have
attended many shows, the Ginkgo Bonsai
Centre and Noelanders Trophy in
Belgium. Salieu in France, Arco in Italy
and was fortunate to go to the Kokofu
Show in Tokyo before the pandemic hit!
It was great to see European and
Japanese Bonsai on display.

How did you get started?
I started showing an interest in Bonsai in
around 1981 when I bought a small Juniper at
my local Hillier’s Garden Centre. It was a
cascade style in a little pot. I think that I
remember that it cost £5.00 at that time. I am
actually not sure what happened to it over the
following years. At Hillier’s there was a display
of various sized bonsai and this interested me.
In the early nineties I joined Eastleigh Bonsai
Society where I met like- minded people.
Eastleigh had a licence to collect Scots Pine
from the New Forest, I joined their digging
trips into the Forest and collected several Scots
Pine. I also joined Wessex Bonsai Society where
I met lots of friends and stayed a member for
many years. I used to display my trees at their
annual show during May. I was then asked to
become a member of the Phoenix group which
had been formed by Geoff Crowe and Alan
Tolley. We still meet every month at John
Turner’s Nursery amongst some good friends
and the occasional visitor.
As I was an agricultural engineer I was able to
view trees along the way and then negotiate
with the farmers to collect Hawthorne that had
been naturally bonsaied by nibbling sheep! You
have to be selective what you collect , making
sure of a good nebari, shape and most of all
healthy trees. This was just the start.
Who was your teacher?
I have been very fortunate to have people such
as Peter Adams, Colin Lewis and Dan Barton
giving me instruction and ideas in one day
workshops, and for 4-5 years I also attended
workshops with Nobu Kagiwara at Dai-ichi
Bonsai in Newbury, they covered seasonal work.
After I collected a big Yew tree a couple of
friends from the Phoenix Group arranged with
myself for Kevin Willson and Richard
Chambers to come down to Hampshire in order
to carry out a weekend workshop. I loved the
work that Kevin and Richard did to my Yew
tree and we had a lot of banter and fun. I
remember that Kevin asked for a chain saw
first! Then he would light up a fag and go
outside, then return and look at the tree before
starting work. He put a lot of thought into his
designs. A master at work.There were further
workshops with Will Baddeley and friends.

Your thoughts on Bonsai?
It’s a journey you go on. It’s not a hobby for
anyone who requires quick results. In the early
days I did rush and overworked trees that
killed them. It’s like life, you have to move on
and learn from your mistakes and hopefully
improve your care of the trees. I feel that
having this hobby I get so attached to my trees.
You organise your life around them, only going
on holiday during the winter when there is less
work to complete on the trees. You need to have
complete trust in the person you elect to water
and care for the trees during your time away.I
also go on “storm watch” when the weather
forecast is not good!. This Bonsai hobby has
kept me going when life gets tough.It is good to
work together as a group. You do have to be in
the right frame of mind, and be creative
otherwise you should leave any work until you
are feeling better. It is good for mental health
and well being. I have made some very good
friends and travelled to some remarkable
places. You should be able to enjoy your hobby
and not get caught up in all the politics that go
on. No two Bonsai trees are the same, and if
people like what you have created it is a
pleasure and you get a good deal of satisfaction
from it. A tree is never finished and you are
continually learning.

Can you recommend one or two Bonsai
books?
The first book that I bought and it
helped me on my way, was “ Successful
Bonsai Growing” by P Adams, at the
incredible price of £2.95. It was first
published in 1978 and I bought the book
in 1981. Another book that helped me
was “ The Collingridge Handbook of
Bonsai” written by Anne Swinton, a
lovely hardback book published in 1982.
Then came “Bonsai with Japanese
Maples” another Hardback by Peter
Adams and published in 2006. I also
have hundreds of Bonsai Focus
magazines.
What is your best achievement?
One of my best achievements was when I
won the Banksian medal at the Wessex
show for gaining the most points. Then
in 2011 at the Swindon show, I won first
prize in the conifer class with one of my
Scots Pine and was awarded a plaque.
Then, thanks to Mr. Reg Bolton, who
chose a Trident Maple of mine to be used
on the stand at Chelsea Flower Show in
2017. I have had other trees on the
Chelsea stand in 2018 and 2019 and they
have all received gold medals. And
thanks to Swindon for asking me to
become one of their show judges.

Do you have a favourite tree?
I love the maples because of their autumn
colours and winter images, it is very difficult
though to choose one favourite. I like the
Hawthorn for their flowers and berries, and the
Scots Pine and also of course the Yews.

Do You have any future ambitions?
I would like to improve the quality of the
bonsai that I own and make them of a
better standard. It would be good to
encourage other people of all ages to give
the hobby of Bonsai a go. I did have a go
at making a pot with Davy Jones of
Walsall Ceramics, it was a fun day, but I
don’t think that I will make a potter!
Do you have any other hobbies?
Fishing, Motorbikes, Walking and Bird
Watching. Also Beer drinking.
What mistakes have you made?
Lots. Too many trees to care for, not enough
time to work on them. Incorrect pots for the
trees. Not checking on any wire cutting in.
Displaying trees the wrong way around,
pointed out to me at a Heathrow show, which
was much appreciated!
Have you experienced Bonsai abroad?
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Do you have a favourite potter?
One of my favourite potters is Gordon
Duffett, I really like his style and I
commissioned him to make his biggest
pot yet for my big Yew. I had to go to his
studio on Exmoor to help him turn the
pot over so that he could attach the feet!
Also Walsall Ceramics come up with
some lovely pots. We are lucky to have so
many good potters in this country.
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**********************************

Collectables

Timaru New Zealand 2007
Image supplied by Jonathan Cain / NZ
**********************************

Pin Badges
Please check out the pin badge section under
collectables on the website, if you have any
badges we have not listed, please send us an
image of the badge and we will add it to the
section. Thank you
This month we are again highlighting pin
badges from the New Zealand, see website for
more badges.
***********************************

New Zealand Badges

Books
The book section on the website can be found in
the knowledge section, we have nearly sixty
books listed and ask kindly if you can
recommend a book, old or new and we don't
have it listed on the website, please email us an
image, the title of the book, the authors name,
the date published, the ISBN (International
Standard Book Number) and of course can we
use your name or do you want to be anonymous?

Kunio Kobayashi & Kazuhiko Tajima
Bonsai
Published: 2011
ISBN: 978475624094
Image supplied by Mike Walker
*****

Hamilton Bonsai Club
Image supplied by Jim Gould
*****

Takashi Matsui
What's Bonsai
Published: 2016
ISBN: 9784074189175
Image supplied by Rui Yasui / JP
*****

Midway Bonsai Society
Image supplied by Jonathan Cain / NZ
*****

Shufunotomo Co Ltd
Bonsai Miniature Potted Trees
Published: 1964
ISBN: 870402412
Image supplied by Mark Moreland
***********************************

UKBA Quiz Feb22
How much?

South CanterburyBonsai Club
Image supplied by Jim Gould
*****

Yuji Yoshimura & Giovanna Halford
Art Of Bonsai
Published: 1957
ISBN: 0804820910
Image supplied by Simon Tudor
*****

At a local bonsai car boot sale 7 friends
bought 4 items each.
Alice bought 2 cotoneasters and 2
pines.
She spent £160
Brian bought 2 cotoneasters and 2 elms.
He spent £140
Claire bought 3 maples and an elm.
She spent £340
Ellie bought 2 cotoneasters, a maple
and a pine.
She spent £210
Fred bought 2 cotoneasters, an elm and
a pine. He spent £150
Gary bought 2 maples, a cotoneaster
and an elm.
He spent £270
Hattie bought a cotoneaster, a maple,
an elm and a pine.
She spent £?
Can you work out the cost of each tree
and how much Hattie spent?

Answers to Jan22 Quiz
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For bulletin queries: 07850.771201
markmoreland@live.co.uk
ukbonsaiassociation@gmail.com
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